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The Beginning
BBC
The 5th edition of the intra-school DPSGMUN started off
in the cool atmosphere of the Resource room, with its many
delegates excited yet anxious of what was to come. After
the success of its previous editions, this edition has seen
maximum participation from the students of the school
with a huge number of them participating for the first time.
The ceremony began with an introduction to the rich
culture of debate and discourse that the school has
inculcated over the years, and a promise to do better with
every passing edition. Soon after, the ceremonial lighting
of the lamp took place where the lamp of prosperity
blessing this auspicious occasion was lit by the Honourable
Vice-Principal Sir and Headmistress ma’am of the senior
wing accompanied by the Secretary General, Nikita Nag.
What was perhaps the most inspirational of all, was the
Vice-Principal’s address wherein he spoke of the
importance of public speaking and the opportunities that
one can avail from their participation in MUNs. Following
his address, the Secretary General too shared her words of
wisdom laced with her experiences as a delegate and the
importance of hard work in this sphere to gather knowledge
and experiences. With that, the committees and the
Executive Board members for the conference were
introduced followed by the introduction of the Organising
Committee.
In the end, after much anticipation, the conference was
declared open and the day began on a positive note with
high expectations and a hunger to learn and shine.
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UNSC ON FIRE…

THE NEW YORK TIMES and CNN

The committee session began with the
chairperson

explaining

the

rules

of

procedure and other related information to
the delegates, followed by a round of
clearing of doubts regarding various issues.
The President made the same extremely
interactive by asking the delegates to
participate in the discussion.

Peace and Security?

The formal proceedings were started by the

IOL

delegate of India, followed by the delegate of
Russia raising a motion to start with the GSL.
Many delegates including the delegates of

The delegates of Security Council will discuss how to do reduce Islamic

France, Pakistan, Kazakhstan, Germany, and

terrorism in the present century. Terrorism is not a 21 century

the United States of America stated

phenomenon and has roots in early resistance and political movements.

important facts. On seeing the enthusiasm of

The use of terrorism to further a political cause has accelerated in recent

some delegates regarding their speeches, the

years. Modern terrorism largely came into being after the Second World

chairperson being overwhelmed asked them

War with the rise of national movements.

st

in surprise about what they ate in the
morning before coming. The committee also

The President of the UNSC, Arindam Goswami and Vice-President,

witnessed the delegates of France, Germany,

Kirtin Mour, in keeping with their reputation of being approachable

and USA having a debate, which had many

individuals are forever ready to help their delegates whenever they are

questions to be answered, as well as valuable

needed to in the course of these two days.

information.

The UNSC is a very important body of the United Nations and it plays a

Overall, the committee came up with many

vital role. The world has faced many problems with religious terrorism,

facts, questions, solutions and a never to be

whether we talk about the Middle East or other attacks by terrorists

forgotten debate turning the day into a

killing millions of innocent people in the name of religion. This has

fruitful one.

become a grave problem and will have serious repercussions in the years
to come.

The UNCA hopes for the same, tomorrow.

We hope that the delegates of the Security Council arrive at a conclusion
which will indeed make this world a better place.
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The Ability to Amend
NDTV NEWS, THE HINDU

A fresh day, and a fresh start of the
DPSGMUN 2019 began in the Assam
Vidhan Sabha. At the onset, the Speaker,
Biprajit Roy Choudhary and the Deputy
Speaker, Siddhant Buccha introduced the
agenda to the committee.
During

the

informal

session,

the

The Assam Vidhan Sabha

Executive Board discussed politics in
India. They spoke about Indira Gandhi,
the Congress, Mahatma Gandhi, and Raja

ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ram Mohan Roy right to the practice of
widow immolation, or sati. The Speaker
introduced the delegates to the PR and
FPTP which are election procedures
followed in India as a result of being a
democracy. They told the committee
about Article 13 in the Indian

The Assam Vidhan Sabha is the unicameral legislature of the Indian
state of Assam. The Assamese legislature comprises 126 members
directly elected from single seat constituencies. This committee of the
MUN will discuss various political issues going on in and around the
state.
The committee room is packed with delegates old and new, and an
extremely knowledgeable Executive Board ever ready to help the
delegates.
In keeping with the agenda at hand, our budding politicians in the
Assam Vidhan Sabha are discussing the outcomes of the Citizenship
Amendment Bill which continues to be a highly controversial issue.
Amid various protests by the citizens of the state, this committee has
the power to decide the fate of Assam and its people.

Constitution which states that everyone
has the right to freedom of movement and
residence within the border of each state,
has the right to leave any country,
including his own, and the right to return
to his own country.
All in all, it was extremely eye-opening
and all the delegates learnt a lot.
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The U.N.C.A
NEWS ASIA
The
United
Correspondents’

Nations
Association

discusses and actively reports
on the happenings in the
various committees of the
MUN. A community of
journalists, photographers, and
cartoonists, this committee acts
as a fly in the wall, forever
present but seldom noticed.
They are armed with the task of
creating the newsletter that
every delegate waits for at the
end of the day.

UNHRC through Our Eyes…

The day began with the heads of
the committee introducing them
to their tasks and explaining the
functioning of their committee
along with their duties. While

THE MOSCOW TIMES

the journalists with their keen
observational skills reported on
the proceedings of every
committee, the photographers
beautifully captured every

promotion and protection of human rights around the globe and for

The United Nations Human Rights Council is a committee that every
delegate wants to be a part of. UNHRC is an inter-governmental body
within the United Nations System responsible for strengthening the
addressing situations of human rights violations while making
recommendations for the same.
It has been an integral part of the MUN circuit for many years now. The
5 chapter of the DPSGMUN, 2019 came up with quite an interesting
th

moment of it.

agenda for a committee like the UNHRC.
The agenda mainly focuses on reducing the growth of Islamophobia
while the delegates debate about the fear and terror experienced by
countless muslims around the globe, and the ways to provide justice and
equality to them.
The delegates of this committee are fortunate to be learning under the
guidance of such ingenious, erudite, yet benevolent individuals like the
Chairperson, Anannya Kataki, and the Vice-Chairpersons, Riyan
Borgohai and Kunal Kalita.
Lastly, we hope that UNHRC lives up to our expectations and shines
among the other committees like it always has.
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Give the ladies some space, please.
THE GUARDIAN AND AL JAZEERA.

In the first committee session, there were heated arguments on the agenda at hand.
Islamophobia, as is known, is the fear, hatred or prejudice against Islam and its
followers.
The formal committee session began with the General Speakers' List, in which the
delegates participated enthusiastically and wholeheartedly. The delegate of Nepal,
who was quite content with the nature of the citizens of their country, urged all the
other nations present there to take proper steps to condemn islamophobia. The other
delegates delivered speeches that were different from the one mentioned above.
Instead of urging other nations to take steps, they either gave some solutions for the
existing problem, or highlighted the issues bothering their nations. Following that, the
delegates moved into a moderated caucus on the topic of women affected by
islamophobia raised by the delegates of Nigeria and Ethiopia. The delegates spoke
well and were appreciated by the Executive Board members. In a speech, the delegate
of Brazil stated that women are ‘abolished’ from Brazil which resulted in the other
delegates jumping into fits of laughter and raising several points of order. The delegate of Senegal during her speech
raised strong points which were appreciated by both, the delegates and the EB. The delegates as a whole, spoke about
the various crimes committed against women. Meanwhile, the delegate of Saudi Arabia made an absurd statement about
women wearing hijabs and having beards which made the delegate of Nigeria ask for a point of order stating the
biological impossibility of that happening.
In all, the UNHRC had an entertaining and interactive day which we hope continues the next day as well.
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GALLERY
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